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Philohstan ...  
(from the Constellation Aquila) 

 
The process of building a new civilization on Earth is a very sticky one, for 
indeed, the people of humanity are quite particular about changes to their 
current civilization and pride themselves on what is now happening, rightly 
or wrongly. Pride will keep you in the dregs. Alas, we who are Earth Advisors 
know this is not conducive to a healthy, expansive existence. 
 
Thus, we will push to expand your consciousness, expand your awareness of 
all that there is to learn about your planet, about each other and about the 
cosmos. This will lead to spiritual growth and a new civilization. We will push 
humanity with the information we have to deliver, for information will call 
into question that about which you are so content and proud. Information 
will force – or at least strongly encourage – a vast expansion of 
consciousness.  
 
The fall humanity will experience is the fall of your pride in the current 
situation. The fall is the crumbling of current values that place so much 
emphasis on wealth and war. War is not a way of life. War is a deviation 
from any plan on any planet in the universe. This is what will fall: the 
misconceptions, the conceptions that are contrary to the Plan for this planet. 
This fall will not be so difficult to realize as it is already in full swing, 
becoming more and more prevalent and easy to see. 
 
Can you not see it for yourselves? See how damning the conditions are for 
many of those who are not falsely inflated with a status of luxury or 
comfort? So many are suffering, so many are eking out their existence ... 
and this right next to, side by side with those who are basking in comfort.  
 
How can this contrast be a balanced way for your future? Yet, since early 
human life, this has been a standard modus operandi for every culture on 
Earth, except some native cultures that provide for the whole village per se. 
They do not let one person suffer. They provide sustenance and shelter for 
all who are in their tribe and take the responsibility to provide aid when aid 
is needed. No one should feel afraid to live, yet for some of humanity today, 
this fear is normal, everyday existence.  
 
This way of living has reached its zenith and chaos ensues the planet over. 
Humanity of this planet has not profited by movements of brotherhood to a 
level you should have come to by now. Today you are lagging behind, 
dragging your heels and continually behaving with a profit-based modus 
operandi over a compassionate one. People see some areas where they 
extend a hand to help the suffering, but on the whole, the suffering is 
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plastered over large areas, untouched by aid and compassionate 
brotherhood. 
 
So this civilization will change and be re-invented. Rebirth. We Earth 
Advisors are uniting our efforts to guide you toward a rebirth of unsurpassed 
expression. We shall work tirelessly to guide world leaders towards building 
an unsurpassed existence in such a way that every person is counted as 
being important to your human family.  
 
Every person is a soul in expression and needs to be in a position to convey 
that truth. Healthier relationships will lead to healthier ways of living. 
Healthier hearts will lead to a healthier expansion of opportunities, a 
healthier expansion of consciousness.  
 
For humanity, this day you are living now shall have its reckoning, but also 
its reward. You are on the brink of the greatest expansion of livingness to 
date. You must move forward to what awaits ... for how can you continue as 
you are?  
 
Philohstan 
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Master Kuthumi ...  
 
Humanity is in a very tenuous position. The challenge before the human 
family of Earth is significant. You are, in essence, traveling through a very 
busy construction zone.  
 
Think of the disruption that you meet when you pass through a major 
construction area, whether it is a construction zone redoing the 
infrastructure for the roadways or the sewer and water or whether this is a 
reconstruction that is rearranging the places that you are quite accustomed 
to shopping in for your food. Let us say you are accustomed to going to a 
farmers’ market or an open air market to get certain products and you are 
very comfortable because you have been there many times and you know 
where things are. And this could be your grocery store. This could be a dirt 
path to the well where you get water.  
 
Whatever it is, you are quite accustomed to following a certain path, getting 
what you need, visiting with those you might meet and returning with what 
it is you came for. This is your daily life. This system is what you are so 
accustomed to using that you don’t really think about how it is organized. 
You simply know where things are and how to get what it is you need. And 
that is what will change. 
 
For you see, the entire human family of Earth is walking through a 
construction zone. And in this construction zone that which no longer serves 
is being weeded out and must be weeded out so that that which is new and 
serves a new purpose, today’s purpose not yesterday’s purpose, can be 
built. The foundation is being laid. 
 
And when you want to follow your ordinary path, your established habits to 
go out and quickly accomplish your chore, get what you need and return to 
other things that are on your mind, you will find that everything has been 
rearranged. So you have to take time to figure out how to get from where 
you are to where you want to be. And once you even get there, things aren’t 
the way they were and things that you counted on – products that you 
counted on, foodstuffs that you counted on and are accustomed to using – 
are no longer available. 
 
This is the zone that you are working through as the human family of Earth. 
 
Let me focus now on the fall and what is going away. What is being weeded 
out are those structures that no longer serve the whole, be they local 
structures, regional rules or culture-specific ways of thinking that are 
outmoded and belong to an old, dying age. They are familiar ... but they do 
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not serve the concept of Oneness for the entire human family. Rather they 
serve, in truth, a very select few. These are the structures, the systems, the 
rules you are accustomed to obeying, the customs you are familiar with by 
habit. All of these will be rethought and reevaluated. And if they do not 
serve the Oneness of the human family, they will be gone. 
 
This is what will happen to many of the existing institutions. I am thinking of 
things like economic institutions, child marriage and gender- or ethnic-
restricted education. I’m sure that you can come up with other examples.  
 
The second category in this fall is the change group. Let us call this group 
suppliers of the essential goods and services. I would include in this spiritual 
education as well as more formal education, as well as the socialization 
education that is carried on within a family, within a community. And the 
suppliers of goods provide, for instance, food and clothing. 
 
These are institutions that will and must change so that they too are focused 
on Oneness and preparing every individual to be able to do two things: one, 
walk their own individual spiritual path and two, walk that path ever 
conscious of the Oneness and the service of the whole. There is no such 
thing as an intended individual path that does not serve the Oneness and 
the whole of the human family. So institutions, educational institutions and 
supply institutions focused on these essential goods will change to this new 
paradigm. 
 
And then there is the third category: new institutions, new institutional 
systems. Now, what would be incorporated here? Well, there are certainly 
many possibilities and what grows and flourishes is truly up to the human 
family, but I will give you some ideas. 
 
These are new institutions for sharing. Now that word can bring to mind a 
great deal of fear, quite frankly. I would ask you to take a moment and 
simply look inward as to what you envision when I say “sharing.” What do 
you think of sharing? How will that affect your life if sharing becomes a way 
of life, an institutional system that supports the human family? 
 
Well, I hope you think of sharing creative ideas, sharing your foundational 
beliefs. I do not mean imposing, I mean sharing. That means giving and 
taking, that means speaking and listening and discussing the overlap and 
the differences with respect.  
 
Sharing. I do hope that that means for some of you resources of the planet. 
It has been said before and I will say it again, I am not creating this 
thought, I am simply quoting what others have said because it is true: no 
one owns any part of Mother Earth. If anything, Mother Earth owns you. But 
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that is the philosophical statement I will let you think about. Mother Earth 
provides life to you and there is no way of getting around the fact. You do 
not own Mother Earth or any part thereof. Sharing is essential when it comes 
to Mother Earth. 
 
Well, if you have a sharing institutional system, it would be well if you have 
an institutional system that deals with relationships – building relationships 
and sustaining relationships in harmony. And these relationships are far 
more extensive than I think any member of the human family today 
envisions. For these are relationships moving inward to your inward-most 
self and the connection to your soul and higher realms.  
 
You will need to include your relationships to the other kingdoms of this 
planet that are in dense physical form as well as relationships to the human 
families throughout the cosmos. Yes, there will be an institutional system 
that deals with building and sustaining relationships in harmony. So you will 
be in harmony with one another, with planet Earth and with the incredible 
variety of human families that exist on other planets. 
 
At the moment, the concept of Oneness is alien to, I think, every member of 
the human family. Perhaps there are a few who begin to glimpse what it 
means to be irrevocably connected energetically to every other human being 
on this planet. And beyond that, you are connected to every other kingdom 
on this planet as well as being connected to Mother Earth herself. Oneness is 
that extensive on this planet. And this planet lives in Oneness with other 
planets.  
 
But let us come back to the transition facing the human family at this point. 
 
The human family of Earth is going through a period of construction. I think 
you will agree that any construction area you have experienced has two 
aspects. There is a clearing away, a sweeping away and then there is a 
construction of what is new. The optional part is how much is cleared away. 
 
The next time you walk through a construction zone, be it a sidewalk that is 
being repaired, a roadway, a field that is being plowed over or realigned, a 
store that is being reorganized, anything of that nature, consider these three 
options. There is a clearing, there is a newness, something new is being 
introduced. And the optional portion in the middle is what of the old is being 
retained. That is what is happening for the family of Earth.  
 
So please understand that a major source of chaos is the fact that the 
human family is going through this period of construction. And that 
construction will be ever so much faster and smoother and less painful if the 
concept of Oneness is planted and grows in the worldview of every single 
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human being. That is what I would like to say about the fall and rebirth of a 
civilization. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Kuthumi 
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Ken’u ...  
(from the Constellation Lyra) 

 
This is Ken’u from Lyra and I would present a few words of Off-Earth Ally 
perspective on the chaos raging throughout your world today and tearing it 
asunder. Distress is rampant on all fronts and at all levels. Indeed, many 
among you fear that all is lost, that there is no voice of reason anywhere to 
lead you out of the madness. 
 
As you already know if you are a long-term reader of this website, you have 
multiple allies that are here and ready to assist you. The Off-Earth Ally group 
is numerous in representation and comes with a vast array of technological 
and scientific boons to lay at your feet – inasmuch and as soon as conditions 
are ripe, meaning that mindsets are sufficiently evolved and correctly 
oriented to guaranty that binding ethical codes and safeguards in effect 
throughout the universe will be firmly in place and respected here.   
 
Your Off-Earth Allies have also experienced, many times and in many 
sectors, the kind of evolutionary leap that your Mother Earth is now facing, 
and is in fact well into already. And so, we come as brothers and sisters, 
older and wiser, to help you over what must be seeming a painful and 
protracted threshold.  
 
Several of your own planetary guides from the Community of Spiritual 
Masters, such as Lord Tabor, Ondru and Lord Maitreya, now walk openly 
among you once again, for the first time in millennia, though not yet under 
their own names. They form a catalyst for your continued viability as a 
planetary kingdom and as ever-evolving sons and daughters of God. They 
have experienced and know every tremor of the human heart, every recess 
of its soul. Welcome them too and allow them to guide your minds and your 
actions, to partner with you in steering a just course into the immediate 
future – literally today – over the shoals of this rocky transition. 
 
You have a vast range of assistance in place now from your alliance with the 
United Angelic Kingdom and its myriad representatives, from the tiniest 
elementals to immense planetary and systemic devas. A specialized cadre of 
devas is poised to collaborate with groups of your scientists on 
breakthroughs that will solve many of the energetic quandaries and dangers 
you have wandered into, that will break the grip of the monopolies and curb 
the gravest consequences of the lust for profit at all cost. 
 
There are also very high devas who guard not only planets or galaxies but 
eons and civilizations as well. They keep safe the eternal Godspark of the life 
form in and throughout the darkest times and ages. They nurture the 
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eruption of new life and life force that stems from evolutionary tension, just 
as a flower will take root and push itself up through the tiniest crack in 
cement.  
 
Those seeds of new life are now rooted and sprouting into a new civilization 
on your planet. The very depth and bleakness of the chaos in your world 
today is contributing to that process, even rushing or chasing it forward, 
strange or contradictory as that may appear to you as you witness the 
brutality of your newscasts from across the world or the crumbling that is 
happening in your own neighborhoods and institutions.  
 
Know that we who have the privilege of long-standing experience and 
broader vision can see the bright future that awaits you. We have definite 
and practical guidance to offer, to share, once certain collective decisions are 
made and freely made on your part, once they are registered in your hearts 
and minds as the new and saner direction for the human family as a whole 
and for each of its children individually so that no one is left alone or 
forgotten, deprived or bereft. 
 
If you have been reading these communications, you know that concerted 
attempts have recently been made, to no satisfactory avail, to interact with 
a number of your political decision-makers. Respectful ever of human free 
will, we have had to modify our plans to offer assistance and step back for a 
time until there is a change of heart, a softening of positions, a flattening of 
ego and the drive for power. 
 
As humans, yours is a divine heritage but it is yours and yours alone to build 
as the human kingdom, in sync with all the other kingdoms of your beautiful 
planet that are moving forward on their evolutionary journey. You have the 
resourcefulness and the creativity to bring about an entirely new and golden 
civilization, the likes of which the world has not yet seen, the true flowering 
of your highest and best planetary destiny. 
 
And as you work through its birth pangs, the chaos now engulfing your 
current and spent civilization, please continue to hold out your hand to us. 
We have heard your call. We have come in answer to it and we are here to 
assist and partner with you. With you, through you, we can bless and heal 
and teach and build and restore, which is to say that you yourselves can do 
all of these things. 
 
In closing, I take a moment on the more personal front to remind you of 
your own guardian angels, those angelic helpers assigned to you who guard 
your immortal spark and sometimes even come to your physical or 
emotional rescue when dire straits arise. Find your own balance amid the 
strife and you can help steady and balance those around you, creating pools 
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of calm and steadfast resolution to build and nurture the new time.  
 
Your glory awaits. 
 
Ken’u   
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Sirius Minor ...  
(from Sirius) 

 
We greet you, beloved friends. This month, we will continue the discussion, 
providing more information on the birth of the new civilization and naturally, 
on the areas that no longer serve humanity on the way there.  
 
Every one of you will understand naturally what fields need to give way in 
order to create a new, peaceful and well-functioning civilization. You can 
start on a small scale to describe those areas and then extend to the big 
picture.  
 
Selfishness, power hunger, destructiveness, anger and rage, war, 
corruption, exploitation of any kind of any Mother Earth kingdom – the 
human, animal, plant or mineral – slavery, distorted religion, betrayal, lies, 
all this and more will have to go out the door in order for you to create the 
future that all are craving deep inside. 
  
Everyone longs to see the world change into one of peace, harmony and 
trust, not only between humans on Earth but also with nature. You may 
think this change is never going to happen. You may think that humanity is 
a lost case with too many power-hungry people fighting over the most stupid 
things, exploiting the Earth for their own benefit until the end of time. Please 
don’t be so pessimistic. Harmony is Mother Earth’s birthright. The change 
will happen, with or without the human species inhabiting this planet.  
 
So what better way is there to accomplish the needed changes than to team 
up with the flow since deep inside, all of the kingdoms are ultimately striving 
for the same result, all souls are working toward the same goal. It sounds so 
easy. So what is holding humanity back? What is it that is creating even 
more chaos when all there is to go for is harmony?  
 
It is very much like baking a cherry cake. All the ingredients are laid out on 
the table. The recipe for the cake is already there. There are a few rotten 
eggs amongst the fresh ones, a few overripe or shriveled cherries in the 
bowl and a few husks and tiny stones in the flour. Before one starts to bake, 
one needs to sift the flour to take out the unwanted elements. Same with 
the cherries, where the good ones are selected and the bad removed. And of 
course one better not fold a rotten egg into the batter! Discarding all of 
those elements that need to be thrown away ensures that the cake will be a 
success, with the batter rising to something beautiful, a harmonious, 
delicious, enjoyable cake. Of course, the right measure of all ingredients 
matters as well.  
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It is the same with the new civilization that is being “baked” at this point in 
time. The rotten eggs need to go. Anything else that can spoil the batter 
must be taken out. Of course many would say, “But I have always used the 
shriveled cherries, what a waste it would be to throw them away!” or “I am 
too lazy to sift the stones from the flour,” but that would only result in a not 
so perfect, not so harmonious cake.  
 
There is a lot of resistance in the human family to change. You don’t like 
change in general. But Mother Earth is preparing to bake the perfect cake, 
whether you like it or not. So your most important task is to open up to 
change and embrace it. The flow is there, and it is high time to stop resisting 
and jump right in, as an individual or a group or an organization.  
 
What can an individual do to assist? First, we suggest, is to identify the 
elements that in your eyes no longer serve a purpose or should be deleted. 
Start on a small scale and work your way up. 
 

- In your own behavior/attitude: What am I doing or not doing that 
prevents me, and the world, from living in harmony? What can I 
personally change? Do it! 

- In your direct environment (your neighborhood, your congregation, 
your city): What is my environment doing or not doing that prevents 
the world from living in harmony? How can I be involved in change? Be 
pro-active, discuss and raise awareness. Speak up and team up with 
others to make a difference. 

- In the bigger picture (state, continent or worldwide organizations): 
What else is wrong with the world? Again, team up with others, raise 
awareness about a cause or a field that is dear to you. The internet as 
a worldwide platform is bringing together campaigners from all over to 
join hands.  

 
Of course, when looking at the bigger picture, it all looks so overwhelming 
and there is so much to do. But focus on what spurs your interest and don’t 
despair. You are not alone in this.  
 
Every single soul on this planet shares the same ultimate goal with you even 
though the person it resides in might still be involved in power games and 
war. Ultimately, slowly but surely, more and more people will pull on the 
same rope as you do. Find those people that already do for support. Team 
up with them. Surround yourself with like-minded people who emanate the 
same energy and let it spread like wildfire over your work environment, your 
neighborhood, your city, your country and ultimately the world.  
 
As an individual, you will realize that a challenging situation calling for 
change loses its terror once you decide to go with the changes, to answer 
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the call, to dive into the stream. The chaos will disappear and make way for 
a beautiful new order like a caterpillar whose tedious way suddenly turns 
into a butterfly. Would you prefer to stay a caterpillar? Even if you are 
standing on the sideline, strictly contemplating it for fear of not knowing 
what the metamorphosis will entail and then what being a butterfly would be 
like, you should not be afraid. Move forward when you hear the call.  
 
Nothing would make us happier than to see the human family finally, one by 
one, responding to the call. We are here for you on this path, to assist and 
guide you, so don’t be afraid. In times of chaos, think ahead to the ultimate 
goal and how wonderful it is going to be.  
 
In harmony,  
 
Sirius Minor 
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The Venetian Master ...  
 
At this time in the world of economic planning, the core issue so far as we 
can see is the struggle by a few major players to maintain their position of 
dominance in world finance. For many years, it was European and American 
financial institutions who controlled global trade, to a point where it was very 
difficult for anyone else to challenge that dominance. The global centers for 
banking and financial interests were London and New York.  
 
What we see today is essentially an old system that has been in play for well 
over 100 years, a system deliberately created to protect the interests of a 
few key nations in very clever and unique ways. This system has not evolved 
to reflect the times except to become more complex and more secretive 
than ever before.  
 
Needless to say, this system appears unfair to those who do not have the 
same advantages as those within the power circle of dominant nations. Much 
justifiable discontent as well as additional organizations like the Group of 20 
(G-20) and the Global Governance Group (3G) have developed in the past 
30 years or more as many of the less powerful nations attempt to break into 
this elite club of banking power players. And so the situation now is that the 
more privileged proponents of the system are constantly analyzing how to 
maintain their powerful grip on global economic dominance while those who 
do not have the power are constantly looking for approaches to crack the 
impenetrable inner circle. 
 
As things stand now, there are rules, written and unwritten, that must be 
obeyed by all nations participating in international global finance. No nation 
is allowed to speak against the current system without consequences they 
would be unlikely to long withstand. No nation is allowed to break any rules 
that are implemented by the dominant economic nations. If a nation did 
attempt in any way to bring down this collection of rules or to otherwise gain 
any advantages, the entire system would ostracize the rule breaker.  
 
In sum, it would be suicide for any nation to challenge the current system. 
All international financial arrangements are made through organizations 
controlled by the core power nations. They in turn have an inner core of 
global institutions managed by clever global bankers who protect their 
interests. At the same time, it is only natural that other nations increasingly 
chafe under economic rules and regulations that primarily benefit the few 
who hold the power. How then is this situation going to change? How is the 
future of global economics and trade and the controlling of currencies going 
to be different?  
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The main point is that a fundamental change is required and that need for 
change will become blatantly obvious to the general public as the old system 
is more and more seen to be falling apart. This is clearly understood by the 
astute economists, bankers and banking institutions in Europe and America 
but they truly do not know how to deal with this situation except to make 
small adjustments in order to maintain their dominant economic position in 
the world. Eventually, this will no longer be feasible since they are running 
out of tricks to maintain the collapsing system and they too will no longer be 
able to deny or avoid the fact that a total change is needed.  
 
When I use the word change, I am not speaking in terms of modifications to 
the old system. What I am speaking of is a totally new system for managing 
the global production and distribution of wealth. This will not please those 
who currently manage the world’s economy to their advantage. They would 
rather continue under the old system because in many ways it has been 
extremely successful for them. But those less privileged nations who have 
not benefited in the same way would welcome a new system.  
 
Why then if a more fair and just system could be developed is there so much 
resistance to change? The main reason is that nobody understands what 
could happen if the global system were indeed redesigned. This creates 
much fear in the hearts of those who recognize what must be done. They are 
concerned that new measures might result in a global economic collapse. 
Even small modifications to the system have been known to cause much 
harmful disruption. Today, the financial system is delicately balanced but it 
is exactly this delicate balance that places everyone in danger of economic 
misfortune, including the general population.  
 
The world needs to embrace a new way of seeing what is fair and just. It 
needs to experience a new economic system that is fair to all. This means 
however that some of the power players in the US, Europe and elsewhere 
could have a great deal to lose. Few are willing to offer up their power so 
that others can participate in the world economy in a more effective manner.  
 
There are those who have pondered for many years a realignment of the 
global economic system. At the same time, there are a multitude of 
institutions and organizations that underlie and help keep this global system 
functioning. It is not, as some think, that a small handful of powerful families 
control world finance. Rather, world finance is dominated by an economic 
system that allows certain nations and institutions to maintain privileges that 
others do not have and cannot obtain.  
 
This is a vast topic because it involves a multitude of institutions dominated 
by a few powerful nations that have had the benefit of many years of 
privileges in the international currency markets, stock markets, international 
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trade and many banking institutions that the general public would not even 
consider banks.  
 
This leaves us to ponder how the current system could be eliminated and a 
new system brought into power without severe economic collapse affecting 
humanity world-wide. This is exactly what scares those who direct world 
finances the most. Corporations, international banks, national central banks 
and more have much to lose if something should go wrong with any attempt 
to change the system. This is why it may be necessary to demonstrate in a 
very physical manner that the old system can no longer be maintained. It is 
too unwieldy and the world is changing too fast for the old institutions to 
make the changes that would be required to keep them both viable and 
equitable.   
 
Unfortunately, it is all too true. There is no choice but to put in place a new 
system that would effectively replace all that we know today. This broad 
statement will require much convincing, not only of the economic power 
brokers but of the general public as well. It will become obvious only when 
the old begins to visibly and inexorably collapse. Then will people begin to 
understand that global financial ties can have a devastating impact on their 
individual lives. What is needed is a system that is more transparent, 
something simpler, something clear enough that even the general public can 
have a sense of how it works.  
 
For example, the currencies used today as a measure of product value are 
too easily manipulated behind closed doors by those who can take 
advantage of changes in currency valuation to accumulate personal wealth. 
This sort of secret scheming must stop, and stop swiftly. Your human family 
is at that point where you must begin to appreciate the value of products 
and services that affect the quality of people’s lives rather than collecting 
currency that truly has no intrinsic value. If you doubt my assessment, look 
at what happens in countries plagued by uncontrolled inflation. Compare the 
intrinsic value of a bag full of paper bills to the value of a gallon of potable 
water. 
 
The human family has reached the point now where both natural and 
created materials of the world must be shared in a more equitable manner. 
You can no longer allow the hoarding of products – especially those freely 
provided by Mother Nature – and the manipulation of their value based on a 
currency measure that benefits only the few. This must end.  
 
What Mother Nature produces and offers the world must be seen as 
commodities to be shared by all. Gone will be the time when people say, “I 
was born in nation XYZ with a great wealth of natural resources and we will 
not share what we have unless we are paid the prices we decide will fit our 
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plans and our needs.” This is the case with oil today.  
 
This planet produces enough resources so that all may have what they need 
to live well. Not so much that they can live in excess of what they need, and 
not so much that they can live in extravagance and show off their wealth, 
but there is enough produced for the human family as a whole to share so 
that nobody goes without what they truly need.  
 
When that realization leads to the willingness to share, there will be 
opportunities for all to contribute to the harmony of the whole. And this 
realization will not become part of human culture until your educational, 
scientific and religious-spiritual institutions incorporate the concept of 
Oneness into their thinking, their teachings and their research. When that 
happens, the concept of serving humanity will be viewed as contributing to 
the well-being of the whole and that is a much more appropriate way to view 
this economic change.  
 
Freewill will evolve to the point where, of free will, it is harmony with Mother 
Nature and with each other that is sought. When that happens, contributing 
to the harmony and well-being of the whole will have much influence on 
decisions that are made by individuals, business and financial institutions 
and nations. This broader change is part of humanity’s rebirth and the 
creation of a new civilization. 
 
The Venetian Master 
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Master St. Germain ...  
 
Briefly, as concerns the fall and rebirth of your current civilization, what will 
fall aside are those institutions, those customs, those beliefs, those modi 
operandi that do not serve the spiritual advancement of the individual soul 
or the blossoming of Oneness in humanity collectively. 
 
Part of the rectification required to usher in the new time involves the 
waning of monopolies and cartels of all kinds, including the ideological. They 
will simply find their powers being withdrawn, even as they squander the 
last of the resources they have been holding up for ransom, the human 
rights and welfares they have been strangling, the economic powers they 
now control in a death grip. 
 
No longer can the allure and motive of pure profit rule if humankind is to 
survive, no matter how loud the protestations of those who think they have 
the final – no, the only say in their narrow, fatuous and misguided minds. 
There will simply be no room for them as the new time, the new tide surges 
in. 
 
Not everything can or will transform at once. Too rapid progress would be 
too destabilizing to many of the distribution and other systems in place 
today. Some power bases, some customs and beliefs are deeply, deeply 
entrenched and will take more time to erode and be swept away. But it can 
and will happen as the current society becomes extinct, and it will not be for 
the first time. Many common customs from previous civilizations – human 
sacrifice, to name but one – are virtually eradicated now world-wide.   
 
Those who are already in line with the building forces required for the new 
time understand the need for sharing, for collaboration, for sustainability, for 
the implementation of appropriate measures and practices to restore this 
beautiful planet to full health and abundance. Such people will actively help 
curb and then eradicate the toxic assaults being perpetrated on Mother 
Earth, her weather, her earth, her water, her air, her flora and fauna as well 
as her human children.  
 
New forms of technology, machines and robotics will gradually eliminate 
whole classes of human servitude and other impediments to spiritual 
evolution, be it back-breaking labor to eke out a pittance or the mind-
numbing boredom of so many current livelihoods. 
 
The possibilities for change for the better abound on all fronts – the 
environmental, technological, societal and spiritual – all of them leading into 
the creation of the new civilization, the Golden Age in the making that is, at 
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present for the human race, almost inconceivable in its scope and beauty. 
There will come a day when we of the Community walk more openly among 
you, along with the Off-Earth Allies and devic companions who are here, all 
of us ready to assist you in placing your feet upon this sacred path, 
rediscovering your divine nature and birthright, and creating the new heaven 
on Earth. 
 
Yours very truly in this labor of love, 
 
Master St. Germain  
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Master Hilarion ...  
 
You have all heard of the rise and fall of empires, I am certain. The rise and 
fall of the Roman Empire, Alexander the Great’s empire, the Ottoman 
Empire.  
 
What we have not heard spoken of is the rise and fall of a civilization on a 
planet. Now, if you think that the rise and fall of one of those empires is the 
same as the rise and fall of a civilization, you are thinking too narrowly. This 
month, we are speaking of the rise and fall of the human civilization on this 
planet. That includes the entire human family. Every single member. No one 
is excepted. 
 
What happens to one happens to all. There is no split between survivors who 
move forward and those who do not survive and are left behind. We need to 
make that absolutely clear. You see, that is what Oneness is all about: the 
fact that you rise or fall as one.  
 
The fallacy of separativeness is rampant amongst the human family. For one 
reason or another, there are those who feel safe, feel that catastrophe will 
not strike them or the ones they love most. Their certainty can be based on 
power or money – which are often the same thing – on military might, on 
religious conviction, on spiritual advancement, on expanded consciousness 
or on some other basis. Yet each one of these reasons for personal security 
is inaccurate. We panelists have tried to make that very, very clear.  
 
We have tried to make clear what Oneness means. I would try again, 
presenting you with an image that you might find disturbing, but one that 
from our side is uncomfortably accurate.    
 
Imagine that every country on Earth is in one long line. They are tied 
together with an indestructible rope. Each country has one country in front 
and one country behind. The decision makers of every nation and for every 
discipline (e.g., economics, medical research, astrophysics) are in the lead, 
all grouped together. Where they go, the countries follow.  
 
Now imagine that five countries in the Middle East fall into a chasm. What 
happens? Do the countries close to the decision makers up front save the 
countries who have fallen? Pull them back up out of that chasm? Do the 
Middle East countries try to climb out by themselves? Or do they simply 
dangle in a void until they begin to pull those in front and those behind into 
the same chasm?  
 
All countries are tied together. Either those on firmer ground help pull the 
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dangling countries up, or those dangling in the chasm pull every other 
country down.  
 
Now, supposing those countries who are dangling are fighting internally as 
well as fighting with each other. How easy is it to pull them up?  
 
Remember, the decision makers for those countries are up front in the lead. 
They have the power to orchestrate assistance from countries and from us. 
But the decision makers are arguing amongst themselves. 
 
That is how we see humanity at this time. And humanity’s situation is not 
limited to the Middle East dangling in a chasm. Other countries are 
discovering that they are in quicksand, sinking fast. And still other countries 
are arguing with those next to them about who is standing on someone 
else’s piece of land. And too many countries say, “All those troubles and 
arguments are far away. I’m more concerned about the power I have and 
the influence I have on my neighbors than I am worried about someone in 
quicksand or someone dangling in a chasm, arguing.” 
 
That is how we see humanity.  
 
I would add that each of those countries has a population of human beings 
tied to it. It is through the rope that all human beings are tied to each other. 
And as people travel through this rope from one country to another, balance 
shifts between countries. So refugees from one country can pull a 
neighboring country into the quicksand or into the chasm.  
 
Now, we who are panelists, who are Earth Advisors, had intended to come 
talk to the decision makers in front of this line. We had intended to explain 
to them what we know about these kinds of situations and offer them 
options for salvaging the entire line of countries all roped together. We know 
how to help, we know what must be done.  
 
In order for the new civilization to rise, every single decision-maker’s 
awareness must settle in on the fact that there is a rope tying all countries 
together, tying all peoples of all countries together. That rope cannot be cut 
or untied or in any way dismantled. So the first thing the decision makers 
and every individual in every country must accept is the fact that their 
personal fate and the fate of those they love depends upon the realization 
that the rope exists.  
 
Every time you harm another in thought or action, you render the ground on 
which you stand unstable. Every time you worry about your own position, 
your own power, your own benefit, you are weakening the ground on which 
you stand. You are endangering every country and every individual on this 
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planet.  
 
What is the alternative? The alternative is to shift focus and explore the 
connections that bind you together. Cease killing the planet, cease killing 
one another, cease destruction.  
 
Work in groups, groups broadcasting blessings, broadcasting light. Start 
where you live and send as much light and love as possible into that rope 
that binds you all together.  
 
Learn what love and light flowing through you can do. Influence, as you are 
able, those around you and influence the decision makers, for they are up 
front. It is they who must shift the direction that this human family is 
traveling.  
 
Bless these decision makers that they will recognize the truth of that rope, 
that they will listen to their own souls, base their decisions on Oneness and 
send the message of Oneness through the entire human family. It is then 
that institutions will make the necessary changes, changes that will lead to a 
rise in awareness, a rise in consciousness, an appreciation of the planet and 
of one another.  
 
Only then will technology be of any use at all for the benefit of all. The 
heartfelt will to be one human family must precede the distribution of the 
technology that so many expect to rescue them and provide for the future of 
the human civilization on this planet.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Master Hilarion* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                    
* MasterSpeak provides the Community of Spiritual Masters and our Off-Earth Allies a forum for discussion. While 
each individual has their own perspective, they never fail to work together for the benefit of humanity.  For more 
information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com. ©2014 WeSeekToServe Production Team  
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